
SEMIANT

The Quality Assistant That Frees Up 
Your Product Team and Aligns 
Language in Your Organization
Semiant reads your specifications and uses AI to find issues, automate 
mundane tasks and aligns language – across your entire organization

semiant



Products are at the heart of every organization

Products are the lifeblood of every organization. But increasing product 
complexity and the raising number of stakeholder can lead to waste, risks and 
delays.

Semiant is an AI-powered virtual assistant that reduces waste in product 
development through automation by up to 50%, reduces risk by automatically 
identifying issues in your product description, and makes your product planning 
more predictable.



Are you developing products? Would a virtual 
assistant that takes over mundane tasks save 
you time and prevent frustration?
Developing modern products is becoming increasingly complex. This is due to customer 
expectations, market pressure, compliance requirements and the availability of new 
technologies.

This, in turn, increases the workload of your team. They are confronted with a larger and 
larger pile of tasks. But many of these tasks are mundane: They take up time of your team 
and prevent them to focus on the important, creative activities, like product development.

Typical challenges when developing modern products

• Overqualified staff spends time on simple, repetitive tasks
• Unpredictability and slipping of delivery dates
• Expensive rework due to misunderstandings within the team
• New staff needs a long time to get up to speed and jams expert’s time
• Delayed project start
• Time invested in activities with uncertain value
• Organizational risk due to undetected gaps in compliance

Semiant is based on artificial intelligence (AI)
This allows it to connect to any data source that contains text written by humans, like 
requirements or product documentation.

Semiant leverages and automates MBSE
The Semiant AI builds a system model from the text it finds. This allows it to reason on 
what it finds, for instance by uncovering gaps, contradictions and other issues. This 
capability leverages Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE).

Semiant speaks multiple languages
Semiant currently supports German and English.

Positive business outcomes

• Predictability of project milestones
• Team focus on value-adding activities, rather than repetitive tasks
• Clarity leads to better, higher quality products
• Confidence in the quality of the product description and regulatory 

compliance
• Onboarding efficiency increase



Step 1: Add Semiant to your product team
Semiant is a virtual quality assistant that acts like a 
team member. It can interact with the common 
tools* that you use in product development. As 
soon as you give it access to your product 
specifications, regulatory requirements or even 
product marketing materials, it will read them and 
build an internal model.

Step 2: Align language by accessing your product 
vocabulary in every web application
The Semiant web browser extension highlights terms from your product vocabulary from 
any website, no matter whether you are using an application like Confluence, your 
corporate intranet, Wikipedia or even a competitor's website. 

You can also include teams from outside product development, like support or product 
marketing.

Step 3a: Find information with automatic traceability
Semiant understands how the concepts
identified in your documents relate to each
other. This allows it to relate concepts and data
sources. 

Traceability is exposed with the browser
extension on any website, where you can see
relationship and seamlessly navigate between
data sources.

Eventually, Semiant will support more
traceability-related use cases, like the creation
and analysis of traces or heatmaps, that
highlight relevant sections in other documents.

Step 3b: Curate your content without effort
Semiant will identify gaps or ambiguities in 
your specifications and other issues. It will 
present these in the form of questions that 
makes it easy for team members to resolve 
them and thereby improve your product 
documentation.

Semiant understands that terminology is 
sometimes used differently depending on 

context. It allows you to define categories, synonyms, improve definitions and more.



Relief for your team

If you are fed up with your team bickering over your terminology,  then consider adding 
Semiant to your team. Semiant will quickly acquire many more skills to relieve your team 
of other tedious tasks.

Now your team can focus on product development from day one, leaving tedious, 
repetitive tasks to your virtual assistant. This provides clarity and leads to better products 
faster.

If you are fed up with your team wasting time on mundane tasks without making any 
progress, then sign up to our mailing list to be the first to try out Semiant.

Interested? Visit us at www.semiant.com and schedule a demonstration.

Contact

Product: www.semiant.com
Company: www.formalmind.com

Email: sales@formalmind.com
Phone: +49 211 5838 8458
Calendar: calendly.com/formalmind/jastram

Legal: www.formalmind.com/impressum/

“Poor quality requirements were our 
#1 product development cost driver!”

Geoff Shuebrook
Corporate Advanced Engineering Practices MBSD IT&E Lead

Lockheed Martin
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